Rates Build With New Dorm

By Anthony F. Ciavatta

Resident rates will rise to approximately $1,000 a year for everyone living on campus by the time the newest dorm is completed.

The Administration justifies the increase as necessary. They maintain more housing will not only benefit the students, but also the College as a whole.

Construction of the new building, to be located north of Bohn Hall, is scheduled to begin in November 1979. It will house 640 residents. The estimated cost is $13,700 per bed, or approximately $9 million. Two months ago the estimated cost was $10,000 per bed, or a little over $6 million. $3 million less than the present figure. The dorm should be ready for occupancy by the Fall of 1981.

The Administration says the higher residency rates are due partly to inflation. College officials feel that this dorm may begin a trend which could change MSC from a commuter to a resident college. The building will resemble Bohn Hall in many ways. However, it will remain unique with several innovative design features.

Raymond M. Stover, Director of Housing, said the cost of the new building will be distributed among all residents. While sitting nearly dressed in his office in the Fourth Floor of Bohn Hall, he explained why, "Stone Hall is paid for, Bohn Hall is not," he said. "If residents from each dorm paid for their building only, Stone residents would be paying nothing, while Bohn residents would pay a great amount." Stover calculated.

Lawton W. Blanton, Dean of Students, said that in addition to the 640 beds being built, he would like to see 1,800 more constructed. This adds up to 2,440 more beds than MSC has now. He feels, "many people want dorm life, but can't get it."

"We expect the building will be a pleasant place to live with various features," Jerome Quinn, Director of Institutional Planning, said. According to Quinn, the highlight of the structure will be a "central, multi-level courtyard, with a glass roof." Quinn stated that if there is an appreciable difference in the quality of housing, rates should be adjusted accordingly.

By Mary Ann DeFiore

The recently passed tuition policy for all State higher educational institutions is now in the process of being officially approved by the State of NJ. The policy will pass through the hands of NJ Governor Brendan Byrne, the State Assembly, and the State Senate before a definite amount is established for the tuition increase likely to occur in September 1979.

This policy, which recommends that NJ undergraduates pay 30% of their total educational costs, was passed by NJ's Board of Higher Education at their Nov. 18 meeting in Trenton. If this recommendation is adopted by State officials, a full-time undergraduate State College student taking 30 credits would pay approximately $740 of the $2467 it costs to educate him yearly. If the Board does not approve the higher education budget, the entire higher education budget, of which the tuition policy is a part, will be sent back to Byrne for his signature of approval or his veto.

Felzenberg said that Byrne has three options open to him concerning the tuition policy and the State budget. He could approve all of the recommendations made by the Board in this tuition policy, and thus incorporate it in the State budget, he could reject it and then make further recommendations to the Board, or he could veto specific parts of the policy and also discuss them with the Board.

Byrne must weigh the budget requests and competing needs from all the other State departments, including the Department of Higher Education. He must compare the various costs and compensate between departments in order to establish a fair and equitable budget; he could reject it and then make further recommendations to the Board. Byrne was asked to accept this principle to change the tuition policy decisions that have been made in the past. The past tuition policies weren't rational. They were made at the last minute. If the State needed money, they would raise the tuition. It was a haphazard system," Felzenberg stated.

In early February, Byrne will submit his State budget to the Assembly for approval. The higher education budget and the tuition policy will be a part of this. The State budget will be debated and discussed in the Assembly Appropriations Committee. If the Assembly accepts it, they will submit it to the Senate where it will enter the Senate Appropriations Committee. Both houses have the right to request that changes be made in certain areas of the budget. Upon Senate approval, the budget would be sent back to Byrne for his signature of approval or his veto.

In the course of his conversation with Felzenberg, supported the Board's action of adopting this tuition policy. "The tuition policy is the fairest means of adjusting tuition. There is a certain amount of predictability in it, instead of having the haphazard system," Felzenberg remarked.

The MONTCLARION will be on vacation for Christmas, so good-bye for now. But we'll be back on Jan. 25 for another information filled semester on the MSC campus. Until then... Happy Holidays to All and to All a Good Night!

A Holiday

The MONTCLARION will be on vacation for Christmas, so good-bye for now. But we'll be back on Jan. 25 for another information filled semester on the MSC campus. Until then... Happy Holidays to All and to All a Good Night!

High(?) Honors

And now presenting The Monty's, the MONTCLARION'S "Person of the Year" Awards. See which of your favorite personalities on campus received these "coveted" awards. For a list of the winners, see the Centerfold.

Yeh and Nay

Kisses for the ten best, and hisses for the ten worst. Jose M. Freire gives us his list of the best and worst films of 1978. See his review on p. 16.
Entertainment Presents

Disco-Beer Blast

Featuring:

“Sound Tech’s” Wall of Sound

Including: Light Show, Special Effects, Dance Contest

Thurs., Dec. 14, 1978-8PM
Ballrooms A, B, C-SC

Admission $1
Beverage 3/$1
Liquor license No. 39552

Must be 18 yrs. of age

Free hot dogs and munchies

MSC Bookstore
Now thru Fri., Dec. 22
Freeman Falls Into Dark Ages

By Nora DePalma

All residents of Freeman Hall, and personnel of Russ Hall, Chapman Hall, and Panger Gym were in potential danger on Dec. 11, when a power blackout cut off the fire alarm system.

At midnight, Dec. 11, a wire shorted in one of the cables linked to these buildings, according to Elliot Mininberg, Vice President for Administration and Finance. For 17 hours, there was no electricity, hot water, or heat. The Cafeteria was shut down at Freeman. All residents had to eat their meals in the Bohn Hall Cafeteria. Raymond M. Stover, Dean of Housing, said that outside contractors had been called in by Campus Maintenance, personnel, and Mininberg. At 4:45 PM, that day, Stover said that power might be on by 10 PM that night. However, at 4:40 PM, Mininberg called to tell him that power would be restored by 5 PM. Shortly after 5 PM an announcement was made at Bohn Hall that power was on again.

If power had not been restored, Stover and Dan Levy, Freeman Hall Director, were working out a plan of action. If residents could have gone home, they would have been urged to do so. Some residents had made plans to move in with friends in the other dorms.

The Spirit of Christmas Present

Despite the fact that finals are looming ominously ahead, MSC students are still getting into the holiday spirit. Residence Hall Federation is sponsoring a Christmas Decoration Contest for all the dorms. Judging of the decorations is today, at dinner.

Residents of the dorms have been decorating all week, hoping that their wings will be awarded the $25, $15, or $10 prizes for first, second, or third place. One lounge of Freeman, Stone, Webster, or Bohn Hall will win a $50 prize. In Bohn Hall, one lounge per house council will be judged.

According to Lilibeth Sadler, at the Federation Meeting on Dec. 11, the judges of the contest were announced. Shirley Harris, Secretary to Raymond Stover, Dean of Housing, and Lois Redd, Coordinator of Housing Services will have the difficult task of awarding the prizes.

The Kwanzaa celebration was held in seven sections to represent the seven days that the holidays are celebrated in Africa. On Dec. 11, BSCU presented a play entitled, "A Man and a Woman," that was tied in to the Kwanzaa celebration.

All dorm decorations must be down by 5 PM Wed., Dec. 20, according to the Federation announcement posted in the dorms. All dorms will close for Winter Break at 5 PM Dec. 22. The Cafeterias will close after dinner on Wed. Dec. 20.

Robbery At Newman House

Even religion feels the effect of crime in our society today.

Newman House, the Catholic organization on campus, had an IBM electric typewriter stolen from its Valley Rd. location on Dec. 8. The typewriter, which was dead bolted to an officer desk, was taken when all members of the Newman community were holding a noon Mass in the Russ Hall Lounge.

Rev. Kenneth Herbst, chaplain for Newman, said the cost for replacement of the typewriter was $780. He said that the doors to Newman House were open at the time of the theft. The building was only vacant for the one hour during which the Mass was taking place.

Jayne Rich, Director of Campus Security, said that at this time there are no leads as to who the culprit is. Herbst added that nothing else in the House was touched, other than the typewriter.

The Jewish Student Union (JSU) is having a "Chanukah Semi-Formal," Sat., Dec. 23. It will be held at Town and Campus, in West Orange.

According to Stover, all food was brought down here (to Bohn). Only canned goods are left at Freeman. The Cafeteria was shut down with the short in the cable was discovered at 6 AM, but reestablishing the transformer and replacing the cable took all day.

Stover did not have the name of the contractor called in, or the cost. "I wasn't worried about the money side of it," he said.

There was no problem with food spoilage at Freeman according to Usignol. "By luck, today happened to be delivery day, so all food was brought down here (to Bohn). Only canned goods are left at Freeman," Usignol explained during the day. Usignol added that all deliveries would be made to Bohn, until the power was restored.

Stover said that most of the residents at Freeman are very cooperative and patient. Lynne Crosbee, Desk Assistant at Freeman, said that most residents just curled up in "blankets, and settled in for the cold winter's night. "Of course, there were some parties, too," she laughed.

LOOKING FOR A QUIET PLACE TO STUDY BEFORE EXAMS?

THEN TRY:

Life Hall
Study Hall

with coffee and donuts provided

PLACE: LIFE HALL CAFETERIA
WHEN: EXAM WEEK, MON., TUES., WED., THURS., DECEMBER 18-21
TIME: MON. 10:30 PM—1 AM
TUES.—THURS. 7:30 PM—1 AM

A SERVICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS & THE PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE OF THE SGA
Elevator Overload

At New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT) vandalism has been a large problem. According to Jim Zeiter of the Vector vandalism of the elevators has been widespread. Also, in all buildings, light and windows are being broken or dismantled. The elevators, which have a capacity of 17 people, are being crammed with as many as 25 to 30 people.

According to Zeiter, there is very little that the college can do to prevent this practice. Ray Boxer, Associate Dean of Students, said, "If a student is caught vandalizing or missing the elevators, he will face professional conduct charges and will be held responsible for all damages."

The Stockton Stakes

Approximately 95 students met last Thursday with Chuck Tantillo, Vice President of Campus Programs, and Ron Rice, Director of Housing Services at Stockton State College to discuss the housing lottery which will limit the number of apartment lease renewals for on-campus residents, according to Tom Benner of the Argo.

According to Tantillo, "We have to be able to tell incoming students that they do have a fair chance at getting on-campus housing."

It is proposed that 600 current dorm residents will be provided with on-campus housing, according to Rice, meaning that an estimated 97-99% of those who desire lease renewals will be provided with on-campus residence. The remaining 412 vacancies will be reserved for incoming freshmen, transfer students, and Stockton students currently on the housing waiting list.

Mystery Money

In a report made public last Wednesday, it was discovered that $23,000 is missing from the Security Department at Trenton State College (TSC) in parking fines and decal money. According to Chris Vota, Managing Editor of the Signal, Trenton State College (TSC)'s student newspaper, "a lack of internal security is responsible for the missing money."

According to Vota, the money was never transmitted from the Security Department to the Bursar's Office. The State Attorney General is presently investigating the matter.

Rutgers-Pass or Fail?

Basic Skills has become an issue at Rutgers University-Camden. According to John Barna of the Gleaner, Rutgers students did well on Basic Skills tests, but a partial release of the results show that the students in the University system did poorly. Acting University President, Paul Pearson, said that Ed Barr, the Chairman of the Board of Higher Education (BHIE) lumped all the colleges together, including Community Colleges, State Colleges, and the University, to show that the Basic Skills results were poor.

Fewer than 18% of the University students scored below the mean, 13% of admissions were special admissions, so this results in a 5% deficiency among students. Out of 17,000 total students who took the English exam, 1241 scored below the 65 scale, and out of 20,231 who took the Math, 1414 scored below 65. This represents 17% and 20% of all those taking the test.

According to Barna, this should show that Rutgers did well above the average of those taking the exams.

By Helene Becker

HRO On The Go

By Debbie Reynolds

The Human Relations Organization (HRO) is an organization concerned with improving the communcation skills between individuals and groups. Communication involves being really aware of how you're thinking and, more importantly, expressing true feelings in a way that can be understood and put to good use by other people.

The main activity of HRO is the Laboratory Weekend. This September, HRO held a Communication Workshop and in October a Lab Weekend entitled "Sexuality and Sensuality". The weekend provides an atmosphere which is conducive to learning communication skills. The time is divided between Community sessions, T-Group sessions, and Free Time.

The Community Sessions give participants a chance to meet and interact with other people like themselves at the lab. The T-Group is a sensitivity group, usually consisting of eight to 12 people. These are the people who you will work with for a good part of the weekend. In the group, individuals learn through experience by interacting with the group about themselves and others. Free Time is self-explanatory. What must be understood is that this is not a weekend to party in the woods. You are there to work. The weekend has many benefits to offer, but, as in any other case, some investment must be made. With HRO the investment is in the self.

The HRO weekend is not group therapy and should not be confused with such. People are not encouraged to recall past personal histories and deep, dark secrets. The weekend just deals with a person's interaction and gives him a chance to practice his newly learned communication skills.

A person does not become an expert in human relations after one weekend. The first weekend may make a person aware that he has communication skills and may start him thinking about his interaction with others and their's with him. One of the returning participants' most frustrating experiences occurs, when they try to explain the weekend to someone who did not attend. You may hear them exclaim in desperation, "It was great; we learned how to communicate on a meaningful level, but I don't know how."

Because he has not fully learned the skills, a returning participant's attempts to communicate effectively and honestly have been, on occasion, termed impractical and disrespectful. Learning takes time. As this person experiments with new behavior and interacts with his environment, he will learn the most effective and considerate means of communication.

HRO, under the leadership of Sue Delvino, President, is temporarily sharing an office with Council on International and National Affairs (CINA) located on the Fourth Floor of the Student Center. For those interested, interpersonal communication, and personal growth workshops are sponsored approximately once a month.

PART-TIME & FULL-TIME

$5.10 PER HOUR — Due to expansion, international company has positions available in all departments.

For Interviews, Call 759-0110 ext. 22
between 10 AM-6 PM, Monday-Friday

HOLME

December 22nd & 23rd — The Final Exam, Sussex Tpke., Randolph Twsp. — Saturday Night, December 23rd is our Annual Christmas Party! Don't Miss It — 895-3243

Christmas Night, Mon., December 25th — Spend it with HOLME at Mother's, Rt. 23, Wayne, NJ

Tues., December 26th — Down the shore at the Stone Pony, Ocean & 3rd Ave. In Asbury Park, NJ 988-7177

Wed., December 27th — A Special Holiday Party at Dizzy Duncan's, Ridgefield Ave., Cedar Knolls, NJ 539-5065

Thurs., December 28th — Royal Manor North, Rt. 1, North Brunswick, NJ

Fri. & Sat., December 29th & 30th — Dodd's, Orange, NJ 678-2270

New Year's Eve

Mother's, Rt. 23
Wayne, NJ
Shuttles Shut Down In Snow

By Celeste Gomes

So far MSC has been lucky, with only one big snowfall this semester. If we get another one while classes are in session, will we be ready for it? Or rather, will the shuttle buses be ready for it?

About three weeks ago, on Nov. 27, students were faced with the problem of getting around in the snow. Many did not have snow tires, and to add to their problem, the campus was not plowed. Others had to walk from as far as the "pits" because the shuttle buses were not running.

Elliot Mininberg, Vice President for Administration and Finance, explained why the plowing of the Nov. 27 snow did not start until Nov. 28. He said Monday's maneuvers "seemed bad," but his office listened to the weather reports that said rising temperatures and rain would melt most of the accumulation.

"I must be frugal with the State's money," he said. Money for snow removal comes from State appropriations. There was some salt and sand spread around the campus on that Monday, but most shoveling and plowing was not done until the next day. Due to a lack of snow tires, driving conditions for the shuttle buses were hazardous. By 9:15 AM on Monday, no buses were which were ordered for the shuttle buses have not come in yet. The buses were supplied with all weather-safe tires, but have already put in from 8000 to 11,000 miles and are a bit worn. "I'm not going to play hero by risking the lives of students and the drivers," Macagne said. Unless conditions are better, "I will not let those buses run, no matter how many people complain," he said. Macagne said that canvas bags with a sign stating that the buses will not be in service will be put on all bus stops around campus during an emergency, such as the last big snowfall. In addition to the canvas bags, many of the most frequently called numbers will be notified as to whether or not the buses will run. MSC's operator, Campus Security, and the Board on Transportation Affairs (BOTA) are some of these numbers.

Designer Bridal Gowns

Wedding Party Coordinators Bridesmaids Mother Gowns for all Occasions Custom Styling Accessories

Arlene's 743-9056
606 Bloomfield Ave, Bloomfield
MSC Student discount with this ad

Juniors & Seniors Engineering-Physics Chemistry-Math

Applications are being accepted for positions in the field of Nuclear Power Generation. Successful candidates receive one year academic and practical training in Nuclear Engineering. Training salary of $12,500. Rapid advancement to responsible positions in REACTOR MANAGEMENT/SUPERVISOR with commensurate salary increases. Additional compensation includes four weeks annual vacation and free medical and dental care. Position as commissioned Naval Officer. Send copy of transcript with resume to:

LT Jonn Fineran
Office Programs Office
Navy Recruiting District
Gateway 1 Bldg.
Newark, NJ 07102

SPRING SEMESTER POSITIONS
now open for Montclarion paid staff.

Business Department Typist
Graphic Aide Photo Technician

Contact the Montclarion Office at 893-5230

PLAY RACQUETBALL

Americas Fastest Growing Sport

AT RACQUETTIME COURT CLUB

Introductory Offer - With This Coupon Only

ONE HOUR OF COURT TIME
USE OF LOCKERS
EXERCISE ROOM
SAUNA, STEAM ROOM ONLY
Only

2, 3, or 4 may play
Valid Mon. Thru Fri. Til 4:30 Thru 12/29/78

Racquettime Court Club

17-10 RIVER ROAD, FAIR LAWN
for reservations or information - 791-3200
CONCERT TICS: basketball, football, and hockey tickets available, excellent seats. Ask for Steve — 897-0555 between 6:30 and 8:30 PM.

FOR RENT: 6 miles from Big Boulder in the Pocono Mountains. Two bedrooms plus loft, fully furnished in living room, sleeps eight. $180 per month. Contact Room # 9 at Mallory Hall.

HOMESURFANDS, MARRIED couple for 5 day work week, live-in position to supervise 8 adolescent. One person may have family; $250. Call 716-785-3101.


FOR SALE: Two Delta 60 Road Tires. 1975 PLYMOUTH Scamp, Slant 6 c.i.d., great on gas. $1000. Call 897-1545.

FOR SALE: Thre driving lessons. Experienced teacher is now accepting students of all levels for the fall. Lessons taught at MSC. Call Mary Ann at 567-0597.

WORK STUDY: Immediate opening, $1800, call Marian at 564-5271.

FEMALE ROMMATE wanted to share partly furnished apartment, for more information, call 748-2256.

WANTED: STENOGRAPHER. flexible hours at your convenience. $2.65 per hour for the Admissions Associates program, call 983-4444.

BABYSITTER Wanted: Steady, permanent position for dependable warm person, care for one 4 year-old boy in my Great Notch home, 3 to 6:30 PM weekdays, starting immediately, must have own car, call 746-0959, ask Diane.

FOR SALE: Volkswagen, 1971, 4-door, automatic, silver with black interior, 74,900 miles, $900.00. Call 893-4825.

FOR SALE: Two Delta 60 Road Tires. 1975 PLYMOUTH Scamp, Slant 6 c.i.d., great on gas. $1000. Call 897-1545.

CONCERT TICS: basketball, football, and hockey tickets available, excellent seats. Ask for Steve — 897-0555 between 6:30 and 8:30 PM.

FOR RENT: 6 miles from Big Boulder in the Pocono Mountains. Two bedrooms plus loft, fully furnished in living room, sleeps eight. $180 per month. Contact Room # 9 at Mallory Hall.

HOMESURFANDS, MARRIED couple for 5 day work week, live-in position to supervise 8 adolescent. One person may have family; $250. Call 716-785-3101.


FOR SALE: Two Delta 60 Road Tires. 1975 PLYMOUTH Scamp, Slant 6 c.i.d., great on gas. $1000. Call 897-1545.

FOR SALE: Two Delta 60 Road Tires. 1975 PLYMOUTH Scamp, Slant 6 c.i.d., great on gas. $1000. Call 897-1545.
MSC Basically Good

By Naedine Hazel

Statistics of the NJ Basic Skills Placement Test show that MSC Freshmen did significantly better than the Statewide average. However, 23% of MSC Freshmen fell below the cut-off score and need some sort of remediation. The information from the tests is used to determine if students need help in particular areas in order to do well in college level courses. The results of the test were sent out in the late summer to college Freshmen throughout NJ and are to be used by the students and Administration for their own benefit. MSC Freshmen scored higher on the tests than the average student in the eight four-year State Colleges of NJ. The tests also pointed to the fact that there is a basic skills problem at MSC which needs to be addressed. Now it is necessary for the students in need of remedial help to contact their counselors or Marion Wittenburg, Coordinator of Basic Skills at MSC, to find out how to get remedial help.

"The Basic Skills Tests are not pass fail tests, therefore, it is not reasonable to speak of students failing the test. Only 23% of the Freshmen were in need of remediation at MSC, and the State average was 36%, so MSC students, on the whole, did very well on the tests," Wittenburg said. (See chart for more statistics.)

"Here at MSC we do have a basic skills problem that needs to be addressed. There is a tendency toward the lowering of standards, but we feel, instead, that it is important to give help to the students who need it," Wittenburg stated. At this time 40% of students in need of remedial work in reading have scheduled themselves for help, and 30% have begun work in math. In a general sense there is no problem with scheduling room and the time for staff to give help. The problem arises when students don't schedule themselves. We have adequate staff and space if students will come in and talk with us as soon as they are aware of their remedial problem," Wittenburg said.

There is the possibility that the Remediation Program will be overworked and short staffed if students in need of remedial help leave the classes to the last minute. Last minute is the middle of their Sophomore year when all remedial requirements must be satisfied. Students may not understand the importance of finishing these requirements. "Students need to read the mail from the Basic Skills Offices, for it is very important," Wittenburg stressed.

Dorm Prices Rise

(Cont. from P. 1)

However, he confirmed that the new building will be "comparable" to the old. According to Stover, each year 800 more students apply for housing than there is room for. He predicts that with greater availability of beds, even more will apply. Blanton thinks more dorms would "definitely make the College better." He added, "Montclair is really an outstanding institution. We could be attracting many students we are not now attracting," he said, Blanton added, "More housing will bring more excitement, more action, and more weekend fun to MSC." The architect of the building is Naedsky Klopelson, Architects of Morristown. When asked if the architect who built Bohn Hall was consulted, Quinn replied, that he, Charles Luckman and Associates, is on disqualified bidder list in NJ because of his work on Bohn and Student Center. "Blanton summed up his feelings about the price increase and MSC's future when he said, "MSC compares very well with a lot of colleges across the nation. MSC is a bargain."

North Jersey Women's Health Organization

459 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
WAYNE, NJ 07470

• BD Screening
• Pregnancy Testing
• Abortion Counseling
• Birth Control Information

278-4500

ALL DRIVERS AGENCY

Auto Insurance
Low cost, immediate coverage, credit to all

677-9220

636 Central Avenue
East Orange, NJ 07018

PERCENTAGE OF FRESHMEN FALLING BELOW SUGGESTED STATE CUT-OFF SCORE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Skills Subtest</th>
<th>MSC</th>
<th>Rutgers</th>
<th>State Colleges</th>
<th>Statewide</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence Structure</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total English</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ASARC Appreciated

By Barbara J. Runser

MSC's Business Administration Department is the largest on campus, consisting of approximately 2800 students or 25% of the total undergraduate population. However, it has been plagued by such conditions as overcrowded classrooms and a poor faculty/student ratio of 34 to one.

Last semester, dissatisfied Business students could bring their complaints to the Administrative Sciences Ad Rem Council (ASARC). This student organization attempted to make known to MSC's Board of Trustees, Administration, and all members of the College community the inadequate learning conditions that existed for Business students.

This Fall semester, only months after its creation, ASARC is non-existent. But it is not forgotten.

"The ASARC movement proved that students can have power and influence in a constructive manner. Their low profile and highly professional approach attributed to their success.

"ASARC can be as effective now as it was in the Spring," Houston G. Elam, Dean of the School of Professional Arts and Sciences, commented recently. The birth of the ASARC movement was triggered by the closing of the Business Administration Department to freshmen during the 1977 Fall Semester. This freeze in admissions was caused by a suddenly immense increase in applications for entrance into this Department.

ASARC was created on March 1 through a bill passed by the SGA. It was an active and vocal group during this past Spring Semester. It held an all day forum where both students and Administration discussed the problems facing the Business Administration Department.

This group did have some positive effects on the learning conditions for MSC Business Administration students. The faculty/student ratios has improved to 30 to one, though it is still high, compared to the average MSC class ratio of 20 to one. This improvement was made by the addition of three faculty members this Fall to the present 40 member Business Administration teaching staff.

Also, recommendations have been presented to MSC President David W.D. Dickson to establish a separate School of Business Administration. At the present time, Business Administration is part of the School of Professional Arts and Sciences, which consists of six department areas.

Admissions to the Business Administration Department have been reopened to an extent, also. "The Business Administration Department is unfrozen in the respect that it can take in students to the capacity it can handle," Elam explained.

ASARC also helped in getting plans under way for the establishment of a Masters of Business Administration (MBA) Program at MSC. Elam noted that the plans for this program are currently in progress. But no action can be taken by MSC until the New Jersey Board of Higher Education decides which of the State Colleges is best qualified to receive this MBA program, according to Elam.

VITA Training

The MSC Dept. of Adult Continuing Education will be conducting a three-day session to train volunteers for Volunteers Income Tax Aide (VITA). The training will take place in the Student Center on Wed., Jan. 3 through Fri., Jan. 5, from 9 AM to 4 PM.

The VITA program, sponsored by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP), is a free service designed to help senior citizens to prepare their income tax returns. The training will be done by IRS instructors and training materials and publications will be provided by IRS.

Volunteers do not have to meet any education or experience requirements. Those interested should phone Alfred Mancuso of the MSC Dept. of Adult Continuing Education at 893-5154 or Kenneth Smith, local AARP coordinator at 744-4718.

Montclaricast

Thursday: Partly to mostly cloudy. High 30-35; Low 20-25.
Friday: Mostly Sunny. High 35-40; Low 23-28.
Saturday: Chance of snow or rain. High 30-35; Low 20-25.

We also forecast that the planet Venus will be visible over the eastern horizon for a few hours before sunrise each day.

The staff and management wish all of our listeners a Happy Holiday.

Continuous broadcasting from 10AM - 1AM over the vacation

See you next semester!!!

Montclair, New Jersey 07043

90.3 FM

SKI STRATTON, VERMONT

This Winter Break
Jan. 1st-5th; Jan. 7th-12th; Jan. 14th-19th

GREAT VALUE!

5 Days of lifts; First Class lodging with heated pool and 2 whirlpools, private bath.

Meals- Full course dinner and breakfast

$149 (all inclusive)

(Contact PAUL McNEILL at 239-8841)

STUDENT discount!!!

$25 Deposit Required
By Nancy J. Reamy

The Broadcasting Majors at MSC work diligently for the entire semester to bring about one day of continuous television programming.

This day each semester is called "Telerad"; the 11th such day took place recently on campus.

On Dec. 5 and 6 between the hours of 9 AM and 3 PM, Telerad XI, the culmination of a semester long production project of the MSC Broadcasting students took to the airwaves. The production programs were shown via closed circuit TV in the TV studios on the basement floor of College Hall the first day, and in the lobby of Life Hall the following day to give the non-Broadcasting students the opportunity to view the various shows.

Telerad is considered a tremendous extra-curricular learning experience for students in the Broadcasting field.

Telerad is presently a program that is unique to the MSC campus.

The Telerad programming will most likely be altered in the future to make way for newer projects.

In the words of Howard Travis, Assistant Professor of Broadcasting, "Telerad is an attempt by the students to apply in a practical way the skills it takes to coordinate a number of hours of programming and having it make sense to the viewer," he said. "It is one of the best experiences for our Majors. It's a healthy process for those students moving into business and the creative world of Broadcasting," he added.

Telerad has been in existence at MSC since the Broadcasting curriculum was established in the Fall of 1973. Clad in overalls and a red checked shirt, Travis said the idea was adapted from a similar program formerly offered at the University of Michigan but believes that the MSC program is the only one of its kind in the area.

When the new color TV studios are built and in operation, Telerad will most likely disappear. We will be going gradually," Travis said. "The Broadcasting students will possibly be working with cable stations in the area because "our responsibility will be to the community, rather than to ourselves," he added.

Telerad is a totally student-run, extra-curricular activity, but, "a vital activity within Broadcasting," Travis commented. He said the students have to learn to work together "toward a goal with each other." The Executive Board of Telerad is responsible for the continuity of the programs, station ID's, and deciding what programs shall be aired and at what time.

This year Telerad consisted of a lot of original, serious drama instead of humor. The shows can either be original scripts or adaptations.

Travis had hoped to have Telerad XI broadcast on the TV monitor system around campus this semester, but was prevented however, by the disagreements and legal tie-ups concerning this new system.
The Monty’s

Compiled By
The MONTCLARION Staff

Worst Coverage of an All-American to the MONTCLARION for their coverage of Ken Malloy’s record breaking career.

As the Stomach Todium presented to Cuisine Ltd. for their “lively” dishes, specialize in crabs.

The Looking for Mr. President Award presented to Charles “Chuck” Sahner for avoiding reporters with beards while waiting for him to his office. To save time, cut the Primrose Diner.

The Richard M. Nixon Champion of the Free Press Award presented to Chuck Sahner for closing down the MONTCLARION.

The El Tu Brute Award for the dirtiest SGA election in the history of MSC.

The Most Likely to be Obese Award presented to Gene Lazo, the three-time winner of the Dunkin’ Munchkin Eating Contest.

Most Talked About Issue on College Campuses Award goes to National Lampoon’s Animal House for spurring toga parties and food fights!

Administrative Blunder of the Year Award presented to President David W. D. Dickson for opening school during a fourteen-inch blizzard.

The Most Likely to Be Obese Award presented to Gene Lazo, the three-time winner of the Dunkin’ Munchkin Eating Contest.

The Richard M. Nixon Champion of the Free Press Award presented to Chuck Sahner for closing down the MONTCLARION.

The Looking for Mr. President Award presented to Charles “Chuck” Sahner for avoiding reporters with beards while waiting for him to his office. To save time, cut the Primrose Diner.

The El Tu Brute Award for the dirtiest SGA election in the history of MSC.

The Most Likely to be Obese Award presented to Gene Lazo, the three-time winner of the Dunkin’ Munchkin Eating Contest.

Most Talked About Issue on College Campuses Award goes to National Lampoon’s Animal House for spurring toga parties and food fights!

Administrative Blunder of the Year Award presented to President David W. D. Dickson for opening school during a fourteen-inch blizzard.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The MONTY's are awarded to the outstanding personalities on the MSC campus for feats above and beyond normal comprehension. It should be understood that these awards are presented on a purely arbitrary basis and have no real meaning--except for the fact that most of these awards are well deserved. We hope that the recipients of the various awards appreciate their infamy. Happy Holidays!!!!!!!!!
editorial

Up, Up and Away

The NJ Board of Higher Education passed a tuition increase proposal in November which will probably take effect in September of 1979. This proposal now goes to the State Assembly and Senate. There is little doubt that the official approval will be swift and superficial.

Tuition increases have come before, and students have traditionally been vehemently opposed to them. But this increase brings with it a unique twist—tuition will now be tied to higher educational costs at a 30% rate.

Although members of the Board claim that no increases can be implemented without their approval, the present policy looms ominously over the heads of all NJ State College students.

NJ already places in the 'lowest 10%' of the list of states' subsidization of Higher Ed. This position makes it questionable that students should be bearing part of the brunt of a $200 million shortfall in the state budget. This shortfall is being pointed at by the Board as the reason necessitating the increase.

Although public Higher Education apparently has to take its place with all other state supported agencies in making up for the shortfall, it does not call for a sweeping change in tuition policy.

Tuition increases may become a chronic controversy, an issue that clouds other Higher Educational problems.

The 1978 academic year is rapidly drawing to a close. Students are now in the process of cramming and scrambling to attain those all important A's and B's, and it looks like the students will again be "paying the price" of a Board ofHigher Ed. decision. Instead of worrying about an increase every two to three years, students may look forward to one at the opening of every school year.

Pausing For Holiday Thoughts

The 1978 academic year is rapidly drawing to a close. Students are now in the process of cramming and scrambling to attain those all important A's and B's, and they can little afford to ponder the meaning of the holidays.

But in your haste to achieve the big "A", we think that it is important to stop for a few minutes to look back at the previous 365 days and take stock of your achievements.

Holiday thoughts should be not only: (1) a time to reflect on your success and mistakes of the past, but also (2) a time to plan in your future.

View the holiday season as the pit stop in the race to the top of the academic world. Take time out to enjoy your relative youth because it is not going to last you very long.

On that deep philosophical note, the MONTCLARION staff would like to extend its warmest wishes to our readers for a very happy and enjoyable holiday season.

We would also like to wish the new editors all the luck in the world in coping with the upcoming semester...heaven knows they are going to need it.

shutdown slammed

Do you think that the SGA President and Treasurer should have the power to shut down the MONTCLARION?

"I don't think they should have the power to shut down the paper. The students should have been able to voice their opinions. I think the paper is important because it informs the student body of events and activities."

John Biddlecom
Chemistry/1981

"It's not clear as to what happened. But I feel that a committee should have decided rather than two people. I think he panicked. It should have been handled in another way. But on the other hand, sometimes a person in charge must make a quick decision."

Shirley Feldmazy
Philosophy/1979

"I don't think the decision to shut down the paper was right. They should have gotten the consent of the student body before acting. They shouldn't have made a decision without all of the information."

Jim McGuff
Business Administration/1980

"I think they voted them into office to do what they think is best. I think it made people realize that if they do not agree with the petition to impeach Sahmre, I feel they exercised the power that they were given."

Greg Mondadori
Uncommitted/1981

"I don't think the paper should have been closed just to look at a bookkeeping system. The paper could have kept running and the audit done at the same time. I think they have the power to speak for the students, but committee should have been appointed to look into the situation. They should have known all the facts before making their decision."

Tony Furtado
Industrial Education/1982

"A lot of students look forward to the paper every week. It was a cut-off of our communication system. We gain information about MSC other colleges. It was ridiculous to cut off the paper with nothing to put in its place."

Andrea Dunlap
Home Economics/1979

"Sometimes the paper is a source of information. I don't think they should have shut down the paper. The SGA should represent the students, not take their power away. By one person having all the power, the majority are left in the dark."

Hazel Rich
Communication Science/1978

"I don't think the paper should have been closed just to look at a bookkeeping system. The paper could have kept running and the audit done at the same time. I think they have the power to speak for the students, but committee should have been appointed to look into the situation. They should have known all the facts before making their decision."

Jim McGuff
Business Administration/1980

"I think they voted them into office to do what they think is best. I think it made people realize that if they do not agree with the petition to impeach Sahmre, I feel they exercised the power that they were given."

Greg Mondadori
Uncommitted/1981

"I don't think they have the right to close the paper. That is too much power for one person. The paper is a form of checks and balances over the SGA. I enjoy reading the paper."

Audrey Galetti
Political Science/1978
Do As You Said, Not As You Please

To The Editor:

We are all too much aware of what has been going on recently in regard to the MONTCLARION and the SGA. We have heard how the Legislature took over four hours to discuss the student body. This situation and the questions will afford us the opportunity to present the student body with a good idea of the true leaders of the Legislature.

For the most part, very little legislation came to the floor Nov. 29 due to the considerable amount of time wasted on this one issue. The Legislature would argue that this time was not wasted at all. We merely saw them in our sight opposite the will of the Legislature and the student body.

For the most part, very little legislation came to the floor Nov. 29 due to the considerable amount of time wasted on this one issue. The Legislature would argue that this time was not wasted at all. We merely saw them in our sight opposite the will of the Legislature and the student body.

Sahner and Keith Ansbacher took irresponsible action and froze their paper to go to press. We have heard how the Legislature and the student body. This situation and the questions will afford us the opportunity to present the student body with a good idea of the true leaders of the Legislature.

The MONTCLARION seems to be a hindrance to our President, who seems only to care about his ideas and needs, instead of those of the students.

Dennis Blasnik
English/1981

Man's Place

To the Editor:

In regard to the article, “A Man’s Place is in the Home” (11/16/78), the authors would like to clarify that the K-6 teacher certification mentioned in the article is not available at MSC. The Home Economics Dept. on campus offers certification to teach home economics K-12 or nursery/kindergarten certification.

Lori Lieberman/1981
Lori McDonough/1984
Patrice Nicol/1979

Fond Farewell

To the Editor:

I'd like this letter to serve two purposes. First, to express my appreciation and love for this school and second, to let all the students now attending know how much there is at MSC to grow with.

Three and a half years ago I returned to school at 28 years of age as an undergraduate at MSC. I was scared, doubted myself, and asked, “Will I make it? Am I smart enough? Do I fit in?” I am a single parent of a precious little girl and I knew I needed a degree to advance in the business world and handle my future finances and responsibilities. I had no idea then what an enriching experience was before me.

Thanks to these past few years at MSC, I have grown both emotionally and intellectually. I’ve met all kinds of terrific people...classmates who have been warm, open and honest, professors and instructors, like Lee Primiano, Arnold Schanupp, and Dorothy Shapiro, whom I have shared conflicts, laughter, anger, love, and learning. Thanks to a special person in psychological services I found out who I am. Thanks to the Women’s Center, Constance Waller and all the women I’ve met, I found support and knowledge about women’s history, rights and changing roles. Thanks to the Business Dept. I will make a fine accountant. Thanks to Glen Rehorn I can tune up my car and to Henry Ferris for my lifesaving and WSL. Thanks to Eileen Brick in Career Services for all the transductions and to Bill Welch my counselor for our great talks. Thanks to the nice guys and good company in the Veterans Office...thanks to everyone I met and shared part of my life with.

I am graduating in January and leaving this very precious part of my life. But, because of this experience, and the growth and strength it has given me, I will be able to handle the future without much problem.

I just did not want to leave without thanking you all...

Judy Michal
Business Administration/1979

Latin Insight

Help The Hungry

By Daisy Brito

Hunger to many of us is a mildly felt discomfort, experienced after missing a meal. Hunger to the truly hungry is an ever-present, frightening reality. It is a cycle of malnutrition, sickness, and death. Colombia, a land with its rich mountains, valleys, with an abundance of precious minerals, creates a visual illusion of a country with fairly high developed plateaus and wealth. Yet one very real and serious problem plaguing this country is “hunger.” Colombia, still a two-class society, has a middle class growing very slowly. In view of this, the unequal distribution of wealth will be generally seen as a major effect on the population that is suffering from poverty and malnutrition.

The National Institute of Nutrition of Colombia had once reported 40,000 children under the age of 5 years to have died by causes related to malnutrition. It is not until such figures begin to take a real meaning in terms of human lives that anything begins to be done to aid these people. We selfishly wish to hear that 40,000 children died of causes or diseases which are treatable, and in some cases, non-existent in cultures such as ours.

The decisions and actions we make can prevent this kind of suffering. You, at the individual level, can respond to this situation. You can give large or small sums to relief funds. You can write to your Representative requesting a need for increased government assistance. You can also demonstrate, hold symbolic fasts, or anything similar to these efforts which will in some way help provide for the hungry.

It is therefore my overall desire to encourage you to play an active part in helping thousands of other suffering people. Relief organizations are in constant need of support. Many remain in existence only on a financial basis of a small number of dedicated members. It is, unfortunately, through the efforts of only a few members that valued assistance may be offered to the hungry.
Meet Steve Student. Age: 21
Occupation: student at MSC.
No one would find anything about Steve that would distinguish him from other young men of his age group. He is reasonably bright, almost handsome, has two parents and one girlfriend.

But something is going to happen that will radically transform Student's comfortable life. An event so vast and terrible that it borders on the surreal. The next stop for Student: The Twilight Zone.

In the Twilight Zone, there is no time. In short, you're clickety click, clack, clump. The sounds drift out Student's bedroom window in Wayne, NJ. It is a place that most of you will be visiting this week. The surreal space where there is no time: The Twilight Zone.

Finals Can Be Funny—Almost

By Matt Wilson

Well, folks, it's that time of year again! Are you ready for the scourge of students past, present, and future? I mean, of course, Final Exams.
Let me straighten you out on something first. Finals do not creep up on you. You turn around and they are there. They do not wait quietly for the middle of December. They stab you in the back on the first of the month, when you realize that you have enough neglected reading to last you six years.

I was attacked by one just last month. I was leaving my H.A.M class, trying to decide if I wanted to chance my digestive system on the chicken croquettes or just do it the easy way and have rat poison for lunch. All of a sudden, I heard a paper rattle behind me.

"What was Lewis Carroll's real name?" the exam whispered to me.

"It's not even December yet! Besides, Final Exams have no right to be lurking the Campus in November. Callously, I watched the ashes dissipate in the wind. As I made my way to the Cafeteria, though, I could have sworn I heard a soft voice crackle, "Wait 'til next year." I then left.

Matt Wilson is the Editorial Page Editor of the MONTCLARION.
New Doors: The Return of the Lizard

By Ilan Strasser

An American Prayer
Music by The Doors
Elektra 5E-322

Although Jim Morrison died in 1971, it is impossible to ignore the vast body of work he did with The Doors. A seminal California band, The Doors, fronted by Morrison, spoke out against the madness of their times. The Doors became important because they were saying “everything” we were believing: and they weren't just telling us. The power that they obtained by immersing themselves in popular music gave them a voice that could reach everybody. And because so much of what they had to say could affect so many people. The Doors were often misunderstood, loathed, or attacked. Now after many years of work, there is a new Doors album. An American Prayer consists of poems and lyrics written by Jim Morrison before his death. The music on the album has been filled in by the remaining ex-Doors (Robby Krieger, Ray Manzarek, and John Densmore) over the last six years.

The album is presented as an historical remembrance of a period of time and of one band's existence within that time. Though the emphasis is on Morrison, the album is plainly a Doors “work” in the sense that without his exhustibles, Morrison could not have carried off An American Prayer. He might have had enough conviction, but responsibility was never one of his long suits. While the album is uncompromisingly brutal and honest, full of anger, accusations, and fear, it is not brilliant. It is exceptional in many ways, yet Jim Morrison only ends up playing a small part in this album's overall success.

The new poems and music on An American Prayer are connected by a number of older Doors songs ( Riders on the Storm, Texas Radio and the Big Beat, and Roadhouse Blues, here distanced and many times more electrifying than the original). What is revealed here is that it was the three other Doors besides Morrison who really carried the band. Morrison may have written most of the songs and sung them with the immediacy and emotion that captured a generation, but it is the style and consistency of his back-up men that inevitably carried everything off. The Doors as always were the best interpreters of Morrison's vision.

The problems here are complex, however, and I think many of them could have been avoided. Morrison's excesses ruin many of the long-poems here, especially Awake and Dawn's Highway. Most of the writing is poor, and there is a consistently rushed quality to the words, rushed in the sense that images and thoughts never properly develop. What the poems mostly do is give us quick glimpses into the hundreds of ideas that Morrison thought important enough to think about and write down. But in none of the poems are we really able to get at just what Morrison is thinking about. After listening to several cuts, I get the feeling that something very important is happening, but I can't quite put my finger on it. I can't tie my definitions to Morrison’s. It is because of Morrison's early inventiveness and coherence, that this comes as such a shock. Yet, there is still some worthwhile material here. Witness, for example, this excerpt from Stoned Immaculate: “Soft driven slow and mad I like some new language Reaching your head with the cold sudden fury of a divine messenger,” or Dawn's Highway: “Can we resolve the past/lurking jaws-joints in time? The Base/To come of age in a dry place/Holes and caves.”

This in fact is what Morrison and the Doors were all about. The coming of age in a new age, devoid of all pretensions and lies. What makes An American Prayer successful then is the interpersing of old and new songs, the feel of the new music itself (that a function of the superb editing), and Morrison’s deep voice. Perhaps it is the hysteria that accompanied The Doors when they were actively touring that jaded Morrison’s writing. However, as demonstrated here, there is a power and authority to his voice even when he speaks. Even when he speaks of unimportant things, Morrison’s power, coupled with his own self-image, eventually led to denigration of The Doors. His fiery, confused, and often sexually malevolent pranks would have disband the group. I think, even if he had not died. Morrison’s self-motivated, ill-defined defense of his generation was not consistent with the rest of The Doors philosophy that music is an extension of the whole and not the self. Morrison would have eventually destroyed The Doors.

Furthermore, much of Morrison’s early material was deprecating in a somewhat distant way (The Unknown Soldier). Some of it was even mediocre and founded in self-mockery (Strange Ways). Though there was excellent material and even though the Doors as a whole overcame Morrison’s lyrical and structural deviations, it is hard to imagine Morrison seriously concerned with his audience. While he had plenty to say of importance, I don’t think even he fully understood what he represented to an entire generation of young people searching for a new hope and guidance with which to escape the rigotous 60’s.

In the end, Jim Morrison and The Doors have delivered an album that reflects a period of time with which we are all awed, if not angered, frustrated, and demoralized as well. As much as An American Prayer tells us about The Doors, it tells us infinitely more about ourselves. Jim Morrison’s most important contribution, through popular music, was that he started an entire nation rethinking its values, attitudes, and philosophies. An American Prayer is a sadly honest reminder that we’ve become complacent all over again.

(21) 744-6716
Your haircutters.
Beverlee, Beverly & Billy

Le Papillon
648 Valley Road, Upper Montclair
By Jose M. Freire

As 1978 grinds to a halt, a look back at the films of the year seems to be in order. Cinematically the year wasn't a bad one although mediocrity seemed to be the year's base style. Here then is a list of the best and the worst that the cinema has produced during the year.

The films are listed alphabetically, and their position on the roster is not the result of a qualitative judgement. The first business at hand is the perennial list of the year's ten best releases.

Bread and Chocolate, directed by Franco Brusati, dealt with the hardships of Italian immigrants living in Switzerland. The inspired performance of Nino Manfredi bound the film's tragic and social commentary also combined to create an incisive cinematic presentation of the plot all powerful because its meanings were the following films: Death Moment, France's Replay, and Wagner's Moment by Moment. France's Violette, as directed by Claude Chabrol, was one of the finest performances by the rather slow Donkey, one husband, one woman. The performances by the rather perfunctory actor in the title role was that great rarity, a horror film aimed more at the mind than at the heart. The suspense scenes were tight and effective, and the dramatic scenes successfully avoided melodrama, and the performances by the rather large cast of principles were excellent. The film also presented several technological advancements for the medium and the performances by the rather good direction, beautiful cinematography, and *superb direction, beautiful cinematography, and novel cinematic direction. The finest foreign film of the year was France's Violette. As directed by Claude Chabrol, the film dealt with the true story of a teenage girl who is forced into crime by a destructrice bourgeoisie society. Receiving honorable mentions are Robert Mullen's Bloodbrothers, Hal Ashby's Coming Home, and Stanley Donen's Days of Heaven, a film about the worst film of the year; and Who'll Stop the Rain, easily the most pretentiously idiotic movie of the decade.

Flick Through Freire's Pics

The Russian Liturgical Folk Singers
Dec. 16, 1978, 8:30 PM
Admission: $5

Flick Through Freire's Pics

Sweet Adelines of Harmony
Dec. 15, 1978, 8:30 PM
Admission: $4

review and practice for the new MGATs

Kean College, Union, N.J.
22 sessions: Mondays & Thursdays
Jan. 29-April 19, 5-8 PM Fee:$125
Registration deadline: Jan. 20
For information call:
Center for Continuing Education
527-2210 or 2163

Flick Through Freire's Pics

Blakely also served to make The Deer Hunter one of the year's most noteworthy films. Brian De Palma's Thxury was that great rarity, a horror film aimed more at the mind than at the heart. The suspense scenes were tight and effective, and the performances by the rather large cast of principles were excellent. The film also presented several technological advancements for the medium and the performances by the rather good direction, beautiful cinematography, and novel cinematic direction. The finest foreign film of the year was France's Violette. As directed by Claude Chabrol, the film dealt with the true story of a teenage girl who is forced into crime by a destructrice bourgeoisie society. Receiving honorable mentions are Robert Mullen's Bloodbrothers, Hal Ashby's Coming Home, and Stanley Donen's Days of Heaven, a film about the worst film of the year; and Who'll Stop the Rain, easily the most pretentiously idiotic movie of the decade.

Getting a strongly dishonorable mention are the following: Comes a Horseman, in which Jane Fonda's dirty face passed for deep, social commentary; P.I.S.T., another horrid ministratstics from the mind of Sylvester Stallone; Grease, a film about 35-year-old high school students; Perceval, a film about a man growing out of her neck; and Superman, the most expensive, purple, pink, violet, and white turkey of the year. This then, was the year that was.
The singers have been appearing annually at the Talbot Festival in Passaic since its beginning. They have also performed at a number of colleges, including West Point and the University of Delaware, and in such houses of worship as St. Patrick's Cathedral, Riverside Church, and the Cathedral of St. John the Divine. They have recorded the liturgy of St. John Chrysostom and selected Russian music and folk songs.

**Sweet Adelines**

The West Essex and Jersey Hills Chapters of the Sweet Adelines of Harmony will join in a performance at MSC on Fri., Dec. 15, at 8:30 PM in Memorial Auditorium. The Sweet Adelines is an international barbershop harmony organization with more than 30,000 women belonging to over 600 chapters across the United States and in Sweden.

The 80-voice combined chorus will be heard in a number of favorite barbershop numbers with featured selections by two quartets, Strauss and Company, and The Bright Side. The West Essex Chapter is from Montclair and is directed by Carol Wasman. The Jersey Hills Chapter, located in Whippany, has Jackie Rudy as its director.

Both MSC appearances are sponsored by the College's Office of Cultural Programming. Tickets at $4 per person may be reserved by contacting that office in Gallery One at 893-5112.

---

**Russian Singers**

The Russian Liturgical Singers will also perform at Memorial Auditorium on Sat., Dec. 16, at 8:30 PM. As an added feature of the concert, the Glinka Dancers will appear in several Russian dance numbers.

The 35 members of the a cappella, all-male chorus are drawn from both professional and non-professional ranks, most of them with backgrounds in Russian Orthodox Churches in the Northern New Jersey area. The group was founded 25 years ago and since 1964 has been directed by George Margitich.

**Oneglia’s In the Mood**

Mario F. Oneglia will direct a concert of contemporary jazz music at MSC on Thurs., Dec. 14, at 8 PM in Memorial Auditorium.

The concert will feature three student groups: the Montclair Jazz Machine, which was founded last year; a new instrumental group called Power; and a new vocal group, Clair-Chords. To introduce a newly acquired electric piano, Oneglia has composed The Montclairian Jazz Dance for electric piano and band. The piano soloist will be Thomas Tuomala, a Senior from Waldwick.

Toni DePalma, a Junior Voice Major from Hasbrouck Heights, will be the soloist in Sondheim’s In the Mood by Glenn Miller. The Kid from Red Band and Other Selections by two quartets, Strauss and Company and The Bright Side. The West Essex Chapter is from Montclair and is directed by Carol Wasman. The Jersey Hills Chapter, located in Whippany, has Jackie Rudy as its director.

Both MSC appearances are sponsored by the College’s Office of Cultural Programming. Tickets at $4 per person may be reserved by contacting that office in Gallery One at 893-5112.
In what Coach Rich Safman called the best match all year, MSC destroyed Southern Connecticut State College (SCSC) 38-8. "Our guys were aggressive and I was very pleased with their performance," Sofman said. Aggressive they were; they only suffered one loss and one draw.

Freshman Wayne Mills, derisively Jim Dalton 6-2, to improve his record to 4-2. Another Freshman, Chuck Bronder, pinned Tony Milner in 7:51, to give him a 3-3 record for the season. Ken Mallory at 142 lbs. remained undefeated by destroying Jerry Klein 23-8, to improve his record to 6-0. Mallory looks to be headed for another National Title. Mike Sickles at 150 lbs. improved his record to 5-1 by decisioning Dan McDonald 6-2. Scott Morelli at 134 lbs. pinned Paul Bolzoni, to improve to 2-0.

The Indians improved their record to 4-2, and have two meets this weekend. They will meet the University of Georgia at 8 PM on Friday at home, and then take on C.W. Post in a Quad meet on Saturday at Post at 1 PM.

Mike Sickles at 150 lbs. improved his record to 5-1 by decisioning Dan McDonald 6-2. Scott Morelli at 134 lbs. pinned Paul Bolzoni, to improve to 2-0.

The second annual Meet the New Jersey Lacrosse Coaches Day will be held Sat., Dec. 16, from 9 AM until noon at MSC's Student Center. Admission is free.

The host for the day will be Indian Head Lacrosse Coach Spencer Willard. He will be joined by all 11 College and University Lacrosse Coaches from throughout the state.

This day is set up as an opportunity for high school players and coaches to get to meet the coaches and discuss Lacrosse on the College level in the state. Both coaches and players find this a great chance to find out information about colleges and players in one centralized location.

"Our main purpose is to have informal discussions among students and coaches so as to promote our own programs and build New Jersey Lacrosse," Willard said.

Willard continued by saying that last year's program was very successful, and they are hoping that the interest will steadily grow in Lacrosse.

A very perceptive anthropologist named Ashley Montagu once remarked that to love means to communicate to the other that you will never fail him, and you will always be standing by with all the necessary encouragement. This type of love and sharing was shown recently in a soccer clinic run for over 200 mentally retarded children and young adults. The New Jersey Special Olympics sponsored this event.

The Special Olympics is a statewide program of physical fitness and sports training. Statewide director Tim Sullivan and Leonard Lucenko, soccer coordinator and nationally distinguished soccer coach, ran this second annual clinic two weeks ago at Brookdale Park in Bloomfield.

With the help of Hazel Wacker, Bob Gleason, the Montclair High School's soccer coach, and over 125 student volunteers from MSC and Montclair High, fundamental soccer skills were imparted by the student volunteers.

As Lucenko noted, NJ is the first State to have such a pilot for the mentally retarded.
MSC Squaws
Squelch Skeptics

By Dave Wertheim

To paraphrase Mark Twain, reports of the death of MSC Women's Basketball Team have been greatly exaggerated. The Squaws third place finish in last weekend's Tournament of Champions in Las Vegas, Nevada should squelch those skeptics who predicted the demise of the "Blaze"less (graduated All-American Carol Blazejowski) roundballers. Their efforts moved them up two notches in the National Poll, from 19th to 17th place.

The Squaws were led by a balanced scoring attack, as four players hit for double figures during the two game tournament, which was won by the host school, University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV).

After an opening round loss to UNLV 81-75, the Squaws defeated fourth ranked North Carolina State University (NCS) 80-75. Pat Colasurdo's 27 point 10 rebound performance and Jill Jeffrey's 18 point effort lifted MSC over the Wolfpack. Both were named to the All-Tournament Team. Sophomore Pat Fixter came off the bench to score 13 points.

The Squaws built up a 47-31 halftime lead over NCS aided by seven Fixter points in a 2:30 span. A tenacious full-court press was also instrumental in gaining the 16 point bulge over the much taller Wolfpack squad.

MSC rebounds after 81-75 loss to University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV), to defeat North Carolina State (NCS) 80-75. A jumper by Pat Colasurdo and two foul shots by Alice Schmidt gave them the victory.

NCS roared back to close the gap to 51-49 with 14:23 remaining to play. MSC countered with 13 undiscounted points (a 62-49 lead with 11:26 to go in the consolation contest.

The Wolfpack wasn't done, as Guard Ginger Rouse (29 points, also named to All-Tourney Squad) and 6 ft.-5 in. Center June Doby led their last comeback attempt, cutting MSC's lead to 74-73 with just 3:23 left in the game.

After trading non-scoring shots, Colasurdo hit a jumper with 46 seconds left, and Guard Alice Schmidt made good on two foul shots with 21 seconds left, to ice the game.

NET NOTES... Forward Karen Smith had her best game as an MSC'er against UNLV, scoring 22 points...Freshman Robin Crawford was also effective off bench vs. NC State...UNLV placed three players on All-Tourney Squad and Teresa Willis was named MVP...University of Maryland took second, but failed to place a player on the All-Tourney Squad...Next game will be Friday at Penn State University in the Lady Lion Classic...It will be broadcast over WMSC-FM, 90.3 starting Friday at 8:50 PM...

Lady Lion Classic

The Squaws will be involved in a Christmas Tournament. They will play in the Lady Lion Classic which will be held on Fri., Dec. 15, and Sat., Dec. 16, from 7-9 PM. The teams involved are Michigan State, Penn State, and Queens College.

MSC renews after 81-75 loss to University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV), to defeat North Carolina State (NCS) 80-75.
Mallory Extends Streak To 43-0

Ken Mallory has picked up this season where he left off last year—winning. Mallory, MSC's All-American wrestler, thus begins his quest to become National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I champion.

The season is young, but he has already won his first three matches and shows signs of being even a better wrestler than he was a year ago.

The feats he accomplished last season are extraordinary. He posted a perfect 37-0 record, won the Metropolitan Conference Title (MET), and captured the NCAA Division III and Division I Championships. In winning the Division I National Title he became the first Division III wrestler ever to win such a championship.

Last season was not anything very surprising to people that have seen him wrestle in the past. During his Sophomore year he had an outstanding 33-3-1 record as well as winning the MET and Division III Titles before being eliminated in the National Tournament.

Mallory feels that repeating his success this year will be very tough. "I know people will be out to get me since I am the champ," Mallory said. "I expect my opponents will have more to shoot for against me but I'll be ready for them."

This past Summer he attended numerous camps as an attempt to give himself extensive mat work as he feels that some of his wrestling techniques still needed improvement. He worked on leg wrestling, tumbling, pinning, and riding.

"It definitely paid off, as I feel I really am a better wrestler ability wise," Mallory noted. He continued by saying that he has to be improving all the time because the competition on the national level is a lot tougher.

In looking beyond this season, the Senior Biology Major from Boston, Mass., would like to qualify for the World Free-Style Championships next Summer and then of course the 1980 Olympics.

"Ability wise he should be an Olympic Champion," Head Coach Rich Sofman commented. "He just has to make sure he is mentally ready this season and doesn't allow himself to have any letdowns."

Sofman added that he has shown much improvement but the pressure is on him and repeating as champ will be twice as hard.

Mallory would not only like to personally finish up on top this season but also feels that the team as a whole has the potential to go all the way in Division III. "Our overall moral is better, which should contribute to an improved team," a confident Mallory said. "We have a lot of individual talent and competitive spirit which are essential elements for a championship team."

In summing up about Mallory, Sofman says, "He is a great inspiration for MSC as well as all small colleges."

Aggressive Squaws Stun Hawks

By Kenneth Lambert

"Our defense is our offense." MSC Women's Basketball guard Jill Jeffrey said. The Squaws used a full court trap press against Monmouth College, and came up 74-38 winners. Jeffrey and Alice Schmidt were two key people on the press, as Schmidt came up with seven steals and 12 points, while Jeffrey had one steal and 18 points.

"We press and run and look for the shot," she said. "This year we have to have more balance, scoring, and consistency from everyone since Carol (Blazejowski) has graduated," and this was in evidence as every starter scored at least six points.

Monmouth College got off to a bad start, they lost starting guard Val Collins just three minutes into the game. Collins was involved in a freak accident, and had to be taken to the hospital, but by the games end, it was not known how serious the injury was. "Collins is very important to our team, she is strong both offensively and defensively. Last year she averaged 14 points a game," Monmouth Coach Joan Martinek said.

"Despite the lopsided victory, it was not one of the Squaws better games. We looked tired at times, but we haven't practiced since Saturday, and I have to be happy with the win," MSC Coach Maureen Wendtken said.

It was evident that they were tired, because they began turning the ball over more, and for awhile they went into a defensive lapse, and scored only eight more points than Monmouth in the second half.

MSC won by 36 points, but they shot just 40% from the field for the game, while Monmouth shot a very poor 28.8%. While neither team was blistering the nets, the Squaws did make enough baskets to win easily.

"Our Defense Is Our Offense"

MSC's record now stands at 2-1. They lost in the first round of the Vegas Tournament 81-75 to the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV), and then defeated North Carolina State (NCSU) 80-75 in the consolation game.

The Squaws will next play in the Lady Lion Classic on Dec. 15 and 16. MSC will play Concordia University, University of Missouri, Southern Connecticut State College, and East Stroudsburg State College. All four games will be at home.